A corrected evaluation benchmark is proposed based on the Middlebury benchmark. The major contributions of the presented benchmark include the following: error metrics of endpoint error are modified, and the corrected metrics can decrease the detrimental influence of human factors and reflect the actual flow evaluation performance. In addition, the metric of normalization endpoint error is projected to reveal the relative error of the flow result endpoint, which can eliminate the influence of small flow errors. For flow error statistics, a mathematical expectation is employed instead of the current mathematical average as the expectation can reflect a more appropriate error distribution for the flow result. In addition, robust statistics and the accuracy measures derived from the Middlebury benchmark are employed to evaluate the robustness of optical flow in the proposed method.
Introduction
It is undisputed that optical flow estimation has been the one of the most interesting research directions in the field of computer vision, image processing, and pattern recognition. In the last decade, the accuracy, robustness, and efficiency of optical flow estimation have undergone significant development owing to improvements in the level of computer software and hardware. Additionally, optical flow evaluation theory is one of the most important factors in the development and improvement of optical flow estimation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The purpose of optical flow evaluation is to expose the defects of current optical flow methods in order to promote the development of optical flow estimation research, which focuses on the more difficult problems of optical flow estimation. Specifically, the goal of optical flow evaluation is to determine what phenomenon causes the hard task in optical flow computing by providing the ground truth of the test image sequence set contained the location of the movement boundary and low-texture area information. we present problems with traditional evaluation measures in current evaluation methodology and the proposed improved evaluation methodology with corrected evaluation measures is described.
To provide a convincing evaluation methodology, Baker [7] proposed an extended set of performance measures to focus attention on current optical flow algorithmic problems. It is commendable that the Middlebury benchmark was the acknowledged evaluation benchmark for optical flow estimation. Notwithstanding that the Middlebury benchmark had been the representative optical flow evaluation benchmark, the performance improvement of current optical flow algorithms required more challenging test image sequences. To motivate work on the next generation optical flow algorithms in overcoming more difficult tasks, Butler [8] introduced a naturalistic database for optical flow evaluation derived from the open-source CGI movie Sintel. In contrast to the Middlebury database, this MPI database [9] contains longer and more varied test image sequences with image degradations such as motion blurs, defocus blurs, and atmospheric effects.
For problems in current optical flow evaluation methodology, this paper proposes an improved methodology by correcting the traditional evaluation measures of optical flow. This paper contains the following content: (1) we present problems with traditional evaluation measures in current evaluation methodology and the proposed improved evaluation methodology with corrected evaluation measures is described. (2) Some experimental results are presented and a brief summary is concluded.
Current and Our Improved Evaluation Methodology

Current Evaluation Methodology
The current Middlebury evaluation methodology for optical flow was proposed by Baker, and contained mainly three components: error measures, error statistics, and region masks.
The current computational formula of the endpoint error can be expressed as follows: 
where M E is the error measure, pixel is the threshold.
Our Improved Evaluation Methodology
Although the current evaluation methodology has been used widely in optical flow, it still contains the ineffective measures described above. Now a corrected evaluation methodology for optical flow is presented which may be better suited to the evaluation of modern optical flow algorithms. Although the angle error can indicate the performance of the optical flow, it has limitations in some cases. For example, as can be seen in Fig. 1 , there are two computed optical flow vectors (V 1 ,V 2 ) and corresponding ground truth vectors (V GT1 ,V GT2 ). In this case, the larger optical flow vector v 1 has the larger endpoint error even though the computed vectors (V 1 ,V 2 ) have the same angle errors. To evaluate the optical flow comprehensively, the error measure of the endpoint is indispensable. The traditional error measure of the endpoint is the magnitude of the vector difference between the computed optical flow and the ground truth, which cannot indicate the true magnitude difference between the computed optical flow and the ground truth. To obtain a precise error measure of the endpoint, the corrected measure for the magnitude error of the optical flow is presented as below:
where V denotes the computed optical flow and V GT denotes the ground truth. According to the corrected error measure of the endpoint, the endpoint error is a scalar which only indicates the length difference between the computed optical flow and the ground truth.
The proposed error measure of the endpoint can indicate the true length difference between the computed optical flow and the ground truth; however, it may still portray a seemingly small endpoint error for small optical flows that may actually be relatively larger. To show the performance of the optical flow equitably, we augment the normalization error measure of the endpoint to supplement the error measurement:
(4) where V denotes the computed optical flow and V GT denotes the ground truth. With the proposed normalization error measure of the endpoint, the problem of endpoint error for small optical flows being overlooked owing to domination by the endpoint error of large optical flows could be eliminated, providing an objective measurement result for optical flows.
Experiments and Analysis
For the comprehensive evaluation of optical flow, the endpoint error is an indispensable error measurement which indicates the magnitude of the distance between the estimated flow and the ground truth. To show the differences in endpoint error between the proposed benchmark and the Middlebury benchmark, the statistical results of the endpoint error in the evaluation methods with the Middlebury and proposed benchmarks are shown in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. Table 2 is partially changed compared with Table 1 , which indicates that the proposed measure of endpoint error has different effectiveness compared with the current measure. For example, in the statistical results of the Dimetrodon sequence, the LDOF method won ten best results in the statistics measurements with the Middlebury benchmark; however, it only won two best results in the statistics measurements using the proposed benchmark. The given example is not meant to emphasize the performance ranking of the LDOF method, but to show the differences in the measures of endpoint error between the proposed evaluation benchmark and the Middlebury benchmark.
In Table 2 , the numeric values of the statistics results are much smaller than the results in Table 1 since the proposed measure of endpoint error is the pure difference of the magnitude of the distance between the estimated flow and the ground truth, which avoids the detrimental influence of the angle deviation of the flow results. For general evaluation, the statistics results of the EX and EXSTD indicate the holistic performance of the flow results, where EX reflects the average error and the EXSTD reflects the deviation. For example, in the statistics results of the Dimetrodon sequence, the Classical+nl method won the best result for EX with the Disc mask; however, the corresponding statistics result of EXSTD for this method is large, which indicates that the endpoint error of the Classical+nl method corresponding to the Disc mask of the Dimetrodon sequence follows a discrete distribution.
For the robust statistics index RX and the accuracy measure index AX, the statistical results of R0.1, R0.3, and R0.5 show the robustness of the flow results and the statistical results of A95 show the robust convergence of the accuracy of the flow results. Similar to the Middlebury benchmark, the proposed robust statistics of the endpoint error provide extensional evaluation for the performance of flow results which can reflect their robust convergence. For the analysis of the endpoint errors in different image regions, the statistics results of the endpoint error with the All mask show the performances of the evaluation method in different image regions; the statistical results in Table 2 indicate that the Disc mask is an undisputed challenge for optical flow.
The statistics results in Table 2 show that the proposed measure of the endpoint error has a different character compared with the current measure of the Middlebury benchmark since the former indicates the absolute difference of the magnitude of the flow result; this should be the genuine endpoint error in an optical flow.
Conclusions
In this paper, for the problem of objective evaluation, this paper proposed an improved evaluation benchmark by modifying the metrics and statistics of optical flow error. Major contributions included the following. For metrics of the flow error, we corrected measures of endpoint error of the flow result, and the corrected measures were found to reflect actual performance of the evaluated flow. In addition, a measure of the normalization endpoint error was employed to indicate the relative error of the endpoint, which can avoid the problem of vanishing small flow errors. For flow error statistics, we offered a mathematical expectation and corresponding standard deviation instead of the currently popular mathematical average and standard deviation, and the proposed expectation provides a more appropriate error distribution for the flow result.
